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These conditions were present at beginning and during the Attack on the Club in Orlando
And are NOT based on the chart of any person.
All Results on the 90 degree Dial:

Mars opposite Ascendant = “A fighting spirit. The tendency to force one’s own will upon others.
A quarrelsome person, the inclination to become violent physically. Bullies and ruffians. Conflicts, disputes.
Sun/Mars = The power of attainment, the courage to fight, the desire to exercise power. The desire to be in
the limelight, the ability to make decisions quickly. A hot-blooded nature. Fighter, soldier. Vocational success.
Extraordinary achievements. Overstrain, a strained relationship with other persons. Upsets.
Sun/Mars=Uranus Premature action or hastiness, impulsive behavior, the tendency to do one’s work in a state
of excitement – Sudden events, adjustment to new conditions or circumstances, military callup.
These interpretations involving ordinary planets are taken from “The Combination of Stellar Influences” 1940
by Reinhold Ebertin
The remainder of aspects involve Uranian Points and Pictures. Interpretations from “Rules for Planetary
Pictures” by Witte & Lefeldt 1928; English edition 1977
Aries Pt/Mars=Saturn Hindrance or stoppage of work. Acts of separation. Death from labor while in action.
Aries/Ascendant=Hades To seek bad company. Poor, miserable areas. Ugly, vacated or destroyed places.
Saturn square Hades Melancholy. Trouble. Sadness. The alien. Refugees. Serious obstacles. Enemies. Enmity.
Sun/Vulcanus=Mars To employ physical strength at work. Work which requires great physical strength.
Moon Node/Hades=Cupido A mean act committed jointly. Poverty, lack or other circumstances strain family
relations.
To experience something evil in company with others. Sociability in criminal circles.
Mercury/Hades = To be silent with shame. Ugly thinking. Hidden thoughts. Drastic way of expression.
Malicious, vicious.
Mercury/Hades=MoonNode To be connected with thieves, receivers of stolen goods, vulgar people.
Venus/Pluto=Hades A harmonious development which is soon changing into the contrary.
Venus/Zeus=Hades Sorrows through adverse circumstances in service relations. Illicit procreation.
Hades/Vulcanus Wickedness. Ugliness.Vices. Great Danger. Mean and brutal acts. Capital crimes. Raw force.
Murder. Slavery. Demonic forces, the Dark Powers.
Hades/Vulcanus=Pluto Evil things in the making which last a long time.
Hades/Vulcanus=Zeus Meanness, malignancy and evil deeds born out of hate or weak will.
Ascendant/Uranus To be the cause of other people’s excitement or irritation. Sudden acquaintances. Tension
and excitement by others.

Ascendant/Uranus=Pluto Sudden new acquaintances. Surprising changes in or of the place.
Ascendant/Uranus=Zeus To be under the compulsion of others. To be an incendiary.
Pluto/Apollon From small start to great importance. Occurrences with great consequences. Far reaching and
expanded transformations.
Pluto/Apollon=Uranus Sudden change of the situation or development with incisive consequences for the
future.
Zeus/Apollon To search, to experiment. To learn, to study. Creative art & science.
Zeus/Apollon=Uranus Quickly consummated business deals. To study and search technical problems.
Technical designs. (working-drawings).
Mercury/Cupido Marriage thoughts. Artistic considerations. Speech. Music. Social conversation.
Mercury/Cupido=Saturn Hindrance to sociable exchange of thoughts. Travel for talking a matter over.
Mercury/Uranus Nerves. Practical thinking. Revolutionary thoughts.
Mercury/Uranus=Cupido Sudden artistic train of thoughts. Dramatic art.
Sun/Poseidon Spiritualization of the body.
Sun/Poseidon=Pluto The mental or spiritual development and transformation. Increasing spiritualization of
body.
Sun/Poseidon=Zeus To create spiritualized things. Military spirit.
Mars/Hades Atrocity, Vulgar acts. Slaves. Sudden attacks. Murder. Homicide. Unusual death.
Mars/Hades=Jupiter Bad result of the work. Killing. Capital punishment. Quick, unusual death. Death in
company of others.

